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Important notice and disclaimer
Important Notice and Disclaimer
The information contained in this presentation is confidential and must not be disclosed to any other party.
This presentation does not constitute an offer, invitation or recommendation and does not oblige Green Investment Group Limited (or any of its affiliates, or funds managed by its
affiliates) ("GIG") to make an investment, underwrite or otherwise acquire an interest in any securities or to provide any financing in relation to the content of this document. Any
proposal or offer would be conditional upon, amongst other things, GIG obtaining internal approvals and external approvals and detailed legal, taxation and accounting advice.
This presentation does not purport to contain all the information that may be required by the Recipient to assess its interests in any proposal. GIG has prepared this presentation on the
basis of information which is publicly available, and sources believed to be reliable. The accuracy of such information (including all assumptions) has been relied upon by GIG, and has
not been independently verified by GIG. Recipient should conduct its own independent investigation and assessment as to the validity of the information contained in this presentation,
and the economic, financial, regulatory, legal, taxation, stamp duty and accounting implications of that information. Recipient represents that it is not relying on any recommendation or
statement of GIG. Except as required by law, GIG and its respective directors, officers, employees, agents and consultants make no representation or warranty as to the accuracy or
completeness of the information contained in this presentation, and take no responsibility under any circumstances for any loss or damage suffered as a result of any omission,
inadequacy, or inaccuracy in this presentation.
This presentation may contain certain forward-looking statements, forecasts, estimates, projections and opinions ("Forward Statements"). No representation is made or will be made
that any Forward Statements will be achieved or will prove to be correct. Actual future results and operations could vary materially from the Forward Statements. Similarly no
representation is given that the assumptions disclosed in this presentation upon which Forward Statements may be based are reasonable. Recipient acknowledges that circumstances
may change and the contents of this presentation may become outdated as a result.
The recipient acknowledges that neither it nor GIG intends that GIG act or be responsible as a fiduciary to the recipient, its management, stockholders, creditors or any other person.
Each of the recipient and GIG, by accepting and providing this presentation respectively, expressly disclaims any fiduciary relationship and agrees that the recipient is responsible for
making its own independent judgments with respect to any transaction and any other matters regarding this presentation.
UK Green Investment Bank Limited is not authorised or regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority or the Prudential Regulatory Authority. Neither UK Green Investment Bank Limited
nor Green Investment Group Limited is an authorised deposit-taking institution for the purposes of the Banking Act 1959 (Commonwealth of Australia), nor do its obligations represent
deposits or other liabilities of Macquarie Bank Limited ABN 46 008 583 542. Macquarie Bank Limited does not guarantee or otherwise provide assurance in respect of the obligations of
UK Green Investment Bank Limited or Green Investment Group Limited.

Dedicated Green Investment Platform
The Green Investment Group was created following the integration of the Green
Investment Bank with Macquarie Capital’s renewables team to create one of the
world’s largest team of specialist renewables investors

A committed green investor


Europe’s largest specialist green energy investor,
capital provider, asset manager and adviser



A roster of 70+ experienced professionals with
commercial, technical and financial expertise

Committed to investing in the
low carbon economy, across
all technologies:

WIND

WASTE &
BIOENERGY

SOLAR

ENERGY
EFFICIENCY

TIDAL

Development Construction Operational Equity Mezzanine Debt Asset Management Advisory

Targeting £3 billion of new investments over the next 3 years

The PPA Trilemma

Offtakability

Bankability

Investability

Does the PPA solve the
offtaker’s sustainability, brand
and/or hedging goals without
introducing undue complexity
or risk into the offtaker’s energy
procurement portfolio?

Does the PPA provide enough
protections for the lenders to
ensure that their business case
for providing debt to the project
is secure?

Does the PPA provide a
sufficient rate of risk-adjusted
return for the investor?

Key PPA Terms
Key issues to negotiate for your own OBI (Offtakable, Bankable and Investable)
PPA?

01

Tenor: When does the PPA start, how is “start date” defined and how long is the PPA?

02

Price: Is the price fixed or market-based? Inflation-linked? Are risks capped or unlimited?

03

Volume and Profile: How much of each commodity is trading hands, and when? Physically?

04

Termination Events and Payments: Just in case, what happens in case of termination?

05

GoO inclusion: How is the renewable component of the energy priced and managed?

06

Security packages: How do all stakeholders ensure that they are not left empty-handed?

Pricing Structures

PPA Volume and
Profile Structures

Typical PPA Structures

Pay-as-produced volume and profile

Fixed volume and profile

P-a-P volume but fixed profile

Fixed volume but P-a-P profile

An agreed percentage of production is
sold by the producer to the offtaker.

An agreed volume of energy is sold and
delivered by the producer to the off-taker
at a pre-agreed time.

An arrangement whereby the offtaker
buys an agreed percentage of production
over an agreed period of time, but it is the
producer that carries the “cannibalisation
risk” over the life of the PPA.

The project delivers a pre-agreed volume
of energy, but the delivery is spread out
over an agreed period of time in
accordance with the actual production
profile.

The offtaker pays according to the agreed
pricing structure regardless of how much
energy is produced or when it
is produced.

The producer may have to use the spot
market to purchase energy for delivery in
times of low production.

The offtaker carries the ”cannibalisation
risk” but not the production volume risk.

Fixed price

Floor pricing

Collar pricing

A fixed price is agreed per MWh. This can
either be indexed or kept flat on a
nominal basis.

A floor structure guarantees the producer
a minimum price, whilst maintaining the
upside potential to sell at market prices
above the floor. This flexibility usually
comes at a fixed cost per MWh or some
upside sharing with the buyer.

A collar structure also features a price
floor for the producer, but rather than
charging a fixed cost for the provision of
the floor, there will be a cap on the upside
of the merchant price range.

All combinations can be
OBI, but not for every
offtaker, bank
or investor.

Markbygden ETT Wind Farm Case Study
Green Investment Group acted as development partner and 50% equity investor on the acquisition
and financing of the Markbygden ETT 650MW wind farm in partnership with GE
 179-turbine onshore wind farm with an installed capacity of 650MW located in Sweden
 Project developed by Svevind, is fully permitted and early construction works are ongoing
 Strong wind resource with over 13 years of data

 GE Renewables to supply turbines in a 27 month construction period and provide a 20

year turbine O&M agreement
 Long-term 19 year corporate PPA with a blue chip Norwegian industrial company
 Green Investment Group and GE partnered with Svevind in June 2016 to complete project
development, finalise project agreements and raise third party capital
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19 year corporate PPA and
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solution on green certificates
provide higher contracted revenue
than other Nordic projects.
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Contact details
Your PPA team at the Green Investment Group:

Tomas Tuominen

Eric Bjonerud

+47 46936484

+44 7748 920927

Tomas.Tuominen@greeninvestmentgroup.com

Eric.Bjonerud@greeninvestmentgroup.com

www.greeninvestmentgroup.com

@greeninvgroup

Green Investment Group

